WREED Internal wireless Door Sensor

WREED

A.C.N 001 621 610

The WREED is the new revolution in compact wireless
detection technology. It performs all the functions of a
standard wired reed but is wireless. It can automatically
detect if it has a low battery and also send supervision
reports (for supervisory compatible systems) plus it even
has a tamper switch if anyone tries to remove the cover.
The Lithium batteries give the wireless reed continous
operation for up to 4 years or more.

Mounting
The WREED can be mounted anywhere within range of
its receiver. Before securing it to the surface you should
make sure that the transmitting signal is able to reach the receiver. You should, where possible,
keep the unit away from metal frames. You can expect anywhere from 20 metres to 30 metres
transmitting range indoors. For direct line of sight you can expect anything up to 50 metres.
Screws can be used to attach the reed and or magnet through the holes provided which may be
covered with the covers provided.
*Notch indicates what side
the magnet is on

Actual reed location
Notch indicates the reed is on that side of the case
Magnet

Indentation or hole in cover for the transmission LED indicator
Maximum spacing between the reed and the magnet should not be more than 6mm apart
normally

Triggering and other signals
The WREED is triggered by moving the magnet in range or out of range of the reed switch. The
range can vary due to surrounding surfaces. A trigger signal is sent first then a closed signal is
sent once the magnet is with in range of the reed. An open trigger signal is sent once the
magnet is moved out of range of the reed.
A low battery signal is sent if the battery voltage is lower than or between 4.5 to 4.8 Volts. Each
time the WREED is triggered it will send a low battery signal as well as the normal trigger signal
when the battery is low.
A tamper signal is sent out when the tamper switch is open.
The transmission LED indicator will light each time a RF transmission signal is sent from the
WREED.
WREED

Battery Replacement
The batteries should be replaced every 5 years for matter of course or whenever you receive a
low battery signal from your alarm (if compatible). Both batteries should be replaced at the
same time. Never just replace one battery. Replacement batteries are model CR2450 (3 Volt
Lithium). To replace the batteries, simply lever open the case and remove the circuit board and
antenna which runs around the edge of the casing (note which way the board comes out). Now
the old batteries may be removed and the new batteries be placed the same way as the previous
batteries.

Features:
• Long Life Lithium Transmitter Batteries.
• Utilises Latest Surface Mount Technology.
• Transmitter is SAW locked for maximum stability
• Microprocessor Controlled.

